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Pick a remembered moment of transformation. This can be a moment from your personal 
history; or it can be a moment from the history of your community or from our shared global 
history. Choose a moment of true, significant change: a moment when your life changed forever; a 
moment when you saw another person change forever; a moment when you watched a community 
or country world change forever. 
 
Write a two-part poem or a pair of scenes about the "before" and the "after" of this event. 
 
If you choose to write a poem, consider how you can move between your "before" and your 
"after." You could construct your before as your first stanza and your after as your second stanza. 
Or you could reverse those stanzas to begin with the after and end with the before. Or you could 
move back and forth repeatedly, between your before and your after, gradually showing the reader 
fragments of each time. Perhaps you might use meter, line, and rhyme differently to convey the 
feeling of your before and the feeling of your after. 
 
If you are writing about yourself, or about another person, how can you include a strong sense of 
place and context in your poem? How can you use the senses (the sight or smell of the room around 
you, the sound of your own voice) to capture the before and the after of your transformation? If you 
are writing about a community event or a global event, how can you use sense and place details (a 
sight, a voice, a person's movement) to capture the impact of this change, such as its speed and 
power or its importance? 
 
If you choose to write two scenes of a play, consider the order of your scenes: do you want to 
show your "before" and then your "after," or would you like to show them in reverse and move 
backward in time? Consider your characters: will the same characters occupy both scenes, or would 
you gain something by introducing or removing characters? Could monologue be used more 
effectively in one scene and dialogue in the other? 
 
If you are writing about yourself, or about another person, how can you use shifts in gesture or 
speech pattern to show the change this character is going through? If you are writing about a 
community event or global event, how can you work with what your characters say and how they 
say it, with what they move around or touch, to show the place they occupy as well as the change 
they are experiencing? Could stage directions be used to convey the difference between your before 
and your after, or should this change be conveyed only through the interaction of your characters? 


